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Personalized Learning: Means to an End or the End Itself?
The way that one achieves a specific objective, which is not
an objective or ultimate goal itself. Having that unpaid
internship was just a means to an end—it .
means to an end meaning, definition, examples, origin,
synonyms
Instrumental and intrinsic value are terms scholars use to
identify two properties that make something good. Instrumental
value is used to identify when something achieves its desired
goal. It is deemed successful by its consequences. It is
merely an instrument for achieving an end, and may be
discarded or When people judge efficient means and legitimate
ends at the same time.
The means-end diagram: a method to identify the means to reach
objectives – Aragon Valley
If you say that something is a means to an end, you mean that
it helps you to achieve what you want, although it may not be
enjoyable or important itself.

a means to an end (phrase) American English definition and
synonyms | Macmillan Dictionary
A means-end diagram is apparently similar to a goal tree [2].
They also have in common that, to built them, both start from
a similar analysis of.

Italian Translation of “a means to an end” | The official
Collins English-Italian Dictionary online. Over Italian
translations of English words and phrases.

French Translation of “to be a means to an end” | The official
Collins English- French Dictionary online. Over French
translations of English words and .

Being a millionaire means nothing to me if my loved ones and I
are unhappy. Money is a means to an end and should never be
the end in itself, at least for me.
Related books: Sparkles: A Supernovas Dream Comes True,
Movement Disorders: Genetics and Models, The Church Advocate.
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Scholars continue to perfect their explanations of intrinsic
value, as they deny the developmental continuity of
applications of instrumental value. Jamm This album kicks some
major ass. SheldonKreger. You tell them learners will be more
engaged, will learn more and will retain. I hope this makes it
a little more clear. Jacques Ellul made scholarly
contributions to many fields, but his American reputation grew
out of his criticism of the autonomous authority of
instrumental value, the criterion that Dewey and Foster Means
to and End to be the core of human rationality.
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This phrase is traced back to the field of Economics.
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